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BEFORE THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1st CLASS, 

TEZPUR, SONITPUR 

    

    Present: Smti. Sparsita Garg, M.A, LL.M, AJS 

            Judicial Magistrate 1st Class, Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 

G.R CASE NO: 876/2015 

  

        Under Section 379/428 IPC 

    

 State of Assam 

    -VERSUS – 

 Sri Badal Samasri 

S/o Late Jogen Samsari 

R/O. Colony T.E., P.S Rangapara   …....Accused Person 

 

 

Appeared: 

Learned Apps for State……………………………. Sri Niranjan Saikia 

Learned Counsels for Defence………………… Sri Paban Sarma, Sri Hemanta Baruah, Smti. Minu 
Bothra, Sri Debabrata Bose 

Charges framed on..............................25-11-2016 

Dates of Evidence…………………………..… 09-02-17, 04-04-17, 25-10-17 

Date of Argument …………………………………. 03.11.2017 

Date of Judgement………………………………… 13.11.2017 
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   JUDGEMENT 

 

1. Accused person Sri Badal Samsari stood for trial for the allegations of committing 

offences u/s 379/427 IPC. 

 

2. Prosecution case inter alia is that on 17.04.2015 the informant Sri. Hanu Sona, S/o Late 

Jogen Samsari, resident of Colony T.E., P.S Rangapara  lodged an ‘Ejahar’ reporting that 

the accused person is his neighbour and on 14.04.2015 the accused person stole two 

domestic duck belonging to the informant from the nests. After a rigorous search it was 

found that the accused persons killed the two ducks. Further it is stated in the Ejahar 

that on 15.04.2015 the accused person Badal Samsari killed the ducks and threw it away 

which was seen by his daughter Renuka Sonai. On seeing so the informant’s daughter 

started to shout and cry. It is also mentioned in the Ejahar that on earlier occasions also 

the accused person stole ducks and hens belonging to the informant. Further the 

accused also ensured the informant that he will compensate for the loss and hence 

there was a delay in lodging the Ejahar. Hence this case.  

 

3. That on receipt of the information the officer in charge of Rangapara P.S. registered the 

same as Rangapara P.S. case no. 31/15 u/s 379/427 IPC and sprung up into 

investigation and on completion of the same charge sheet was submitted against the 

accused person namely SriBadal Samsari, send him up to face trial u/s 379/427 of the 

IPC. 

 

4. On the appearance of the accused person before the Court and also after furnishing the 

copies to him, formal charges under sections 379/428 IPC were framed against the 

accused person. Charges so framed on being stated to him, he pleaded not guilty and 

claimed trial. 

 

5. The prosecution has examined seven (7) witnesses to prove its case. After completion of 

the prosecution witnesses the incriminating materials appearing in the evidence were 
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put to the accused person. The accused person has denied having committed the 

alleged offence u/s 313 of the Cr.P.C. 

 

6. Defence denied adducing any evidence in support of their defence. 

 

7. Heard arguments advanced by Learned Counsel of both the sides. 

 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

i) Whether on 14.04.2015 at T.E. Coloney under Rangapara P.S. the 

accused person Sri Badal Samasri committed theft of two domestic ducks 

belonging to the informant Sri Hanu Sona and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s 379 of the IPC? 

ii). Whether on 15.04.2015 at T.E. Coloney under Rangapara P.S. the 

accused person Sri Badal Samasri committed mischief by killing the said 

two ducks of the value of Rs.10/- or upwards belonging to the informant 

Sri Hanu Sona and thereby committed offence u/s 428 IPC. 

 

8. I have carefully perused the entire materials available on case record and heard the 

arguments advanced by the Learned Counsels of both the sides and proceeded to 

decide as follows. 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

9.  In order to prove its case the prosecution has brought as many as 7 witnesses. The 

informant Hanu Sona has been examined as PW-1, Renuka Sona as PW-2, Debari Sona 

as PW-3, Gobind Khorwal as PW-4, Meghu Payak as PW-5, Sama Bhengra as PW-6 and 

Ajay Karmakar as PW-7. 
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10.   PW-1 Sri Hanu Sona has deposed on oath that he is the informant of this case. The 

accused person Sri Badal Samasri is his neighbour. PW-1 has stated that this incident 

took place in the year 2014, the date being 15th but he does not remember the month. 

PW-1 has deposed in his testimony that two of his ducks were stolen from the yard of 

his house. The informant stated that he made several attempts to find out the ducks but 

the ducks were not found. On the next day the daughter of the informant Renuka Sonai 

saw that the dead ducks were lying in the well side of the accused person. PW-1 has 

further deposed in his testimony that on earlier occasion also his ducks were stolen. It is 

also stated by PW-1 that he thought that a compromise will take place between the 

parties but later on no such compromise could place and accordingly he lodges the FIR 

The police seized the ducks and post-mortem was conducted. Further it is stated by the 

informant that the ducks used to lay eggs. 

 

11.  During cross-examination PW-1 has stated that the FIR was written by some other 

person near the police station and the person who had written the FIR was a male 

person.  Further it is stated that the well was in the midst of an open field and it is a 

private well belonging to the accused person.  During cross-examination it was deposed 

by PW-1 that there is a lot of enmity between the complainant and the accused and a 

lot of case are pending between them before the court. Further it is stated by the 

informant/PW-1 that only when his daughter informed him, he came to know about the 

ducks were lying dead. Further PW-1 deposed that he does not remember the colour of 

his ducks and he also cannot say as to whether other people domesticated the same 

type of ducks. Further during cross-examination PW-1 has stated that the description of 

the duck as well as the colour of the ducks was written in the FIR by the some other 

person as dictated by the Informant and the person who had written the FIR has read 

over the contents of the FIR to the informant. The FIR was written by some other 

person and it was only read out to the informant. Further he deposed that he do not 

know the price of the duck. 

 

12.  PW-2, Ms. Renuka Sona has deposed in her testimony that the complainant is her 

father and the accused person is her neighbour. This incident took place in the year 

2015, the date being 15th but she does not remember in which month this incident took 
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place. She has stated that when she woke up in the morning she found that the accused 

person has killed two ducks belonging to them which they threw it from their house. 

PW-2 has further deposed that when the accused person was having his bath she went 

near him and asked him as to who kill the ducks he did not reply anything and 

accordingly she informed the matter to her father. She has also deposed that the ducks 

used to lay egg and one of the duck was female and the other was a male. Further it is 

stated by PW-2 that there is no enmity between the informant and the accused person 

and that with the accused persons and that there is a bamboo fence between the house 

of the accused and the informant. It is deposed by PW-2 during cross examination that 

the ducks were found lying dead near the bamboo fence. During her examination in 

chief PW-2 has revealed that she has not informed the police about the fact that the 

accused person was having his bath and when she asked him as to who kill the ducks 

he kept silent and did not answer her anything. Further one Ajoy, Kalpana, Gobind came 

to the place of occurrence and also witnesses the incident. PW-2 has stated that the 

dead ducks were thrown away and only when he police came her mother brought the 

ducks from the place where it was thrown. 

 

13.  PW-3, Smti. Debari Sona stated that both the complainant and the accused person are 

known to her. PW-3 deposed that the ducks belonging to the informant was killed and 

thrown on the road where the house of the accused person belongs. Further it was 

stated by her that she saw the dead ducks lying and stated there were three ducks. 

 

14.  During cross-examination PW-3 has stated that the three ducks were lying near the 

Coloney weekly market. The complainant is her elder brother. She has deposed during 

cross examination that she has no knowledge as to who killed the ducks.  She has 

deposed that there are five members in the family of the accused person and that there 

is enmity between the informant and the accused person.  

 

15.   PW-4, Sri Gobin Kharuwal has deposed in his testimony that both the complainant as 

well as the accused person is known to him. He stated that he heard the ducks of the 

informant was stolen and on the day of occurrence of the incident he was having tea in 

the house of the informant. Further he has deposed that on hearing the hue and cry of 

the daughter of the informant Renuka Sona they came out and saw that three ducks 
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belonging to the complainant were lying dead near the bamboo fence of the informant. 

PW-4 has also stated that on the day of occurrence of the incident when he visited the 

house of the informant in the morning he did not see the ducks lying. Further he 

deposed that this incident took place three years ago  

 

16.  During cross-examination PW-4 has stated that he has no knowledge as to who kill the 

ducks and how the ducks were killed. Further he has deposed during his cross 

examination that the Coloney weekly market is in front of the house of the informant. 

He further stated that he cannot say the date on which the incident took place and that 

the three ducks were found lying dead at the backyard of the house of the informant  

 

17.  PW-5, Meghu Piak has deposed in his testimony that both the accused as well as the 

complainant is known to him and he heard about the occurrence of this incident. Further 

he deposed that he saw the complainant taking the ducks to the police station and also 

saw the complainant taking out the dead ducks from the bag. Further PW-5 has stated 

that that police did not ask him anything and he heard that a fight took place between 

the informant and the accused person because of the ducks. 

 

18. Cross examination of PW-5 is declined 

 

19.  PW-6, Sama Bhengra has deposed in his testimony that both the complainant and the 

accused person is known to him. He further stated that he saw the ducks lying near the 

drain of the market but he has no knowledge whose ducks he was. Further he stated 

that while he was going through the market lane he saw the dead ducks. 

 

20.  Cross examination of PW-6 is declined 

 

21.  PW-7, Ajoy Karmakar has deposed in his testimony that both the accused as well as the 

complainant is known to him. He saw dead ducks lying near the market drain. He has 

also deposed that he do not know whose duck it was. Further it is deposed by him that 

the fight took place between the complainant and the accused person because of the 

ducks. 
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22.  Cross examination of PW-7 is declined 

 

23.  Now let me try to arrive at a just decision of the instant case on the basis of evidences 

available on record. In this instant case, the law was set in motion by filing the ejahar. 

Admittedly, the occurrence had taken place on 14.04.2015 and 15.04.2015 but the Ext. 

1/ejahar was lodged on 17.04.2013. The informant had mentioned in the ejahar that 

since the accused person assured the informant that he will compensate for the loss 

there was a delay in lodging of the Ejahar. From the deposition of PW’s it appears that 

there is nothing incriminating against the accused person. None of the PW’s has 

deposed that they saw the accused person stealing the duck from the yard of the 

Informant neither did they see the accused person killing the ducks. In other words 

there is no eye witness. From careful scrutiny of the evidence of PW’s it appears that 

each of the PW’s have stated a different place of occurrence regarding the place where 

the dead ducks were found lying which lacks corroboration and as such I am unable to 

believe the story of the informant. Further it is also deposed by PW-3 and PW-4 that 

they saw three ducks lying dead whereas the informant and his daughter/PW-2 has 

stated that two of their ducks were stolen and were found lying dead. Hence, there is a 

lot of contradiction in the story of prosecution. If we go through the evidence deposed 

by PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 it stands clear that they are mere hear say 

witnesses. There are many contradictions in the depositions of the prosecution 

witnesses which makes the prosecution story unreliable.  

 

24.  Therefore, points for determination no (I) and (II) is decided in negative. 

 

25.  In view of above discussion, I am of the opinion that the prosecution has failed to 

prove the charges levelled against he accused beyond all reasonable doubt. Hence the 

accused persons namely Sri Badal Samsari is acquitted from the charges under section 

379/428 of IPC. Set him at liberty forthwith.    

 

26.  Case is accordingly disposed of on contest. 
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27.  Bail bonds shall be valid up to expiry of 6 (six) months from the date of this judgement 

and order.  

 

28.  Given under my hand & seal of this Court on this 13th day of November 2017 at Tezpur, 

Sonitpur. 

 
 
                                                                             (Smt. Sparsita Garg) 
                                                                       Judicial Magistrate First Class 
                                                                                    Tezpur, Sonitpur 
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APPENDIX 

Names of witnesses prosecution :- 

1. P.W.1 viz. Hanu Sona 

2. P.W.2 viz. Renuka Sona 

3. P.W.3 viz. Debari Sona 

4. P.W.4 viz. Gobin Kharuwal  

5. P.W.5 viz. Meghu Piak  

6. P.W.6 viz. Sama Bhengra  

7. P.W.7 viz. Ajoy Karmakar 

 

Documents exhibited:- 

 Ext.1 – ‘Ejahar’ 

 Ext.1(1) – Signature of Hanu Sona 

Names of witnesses defence:- 

NIL 

Documents exhibited:- 

NIL 

 

 

                                      Smti. Sparsita Garg 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class 

Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 

    


